The Venhart VHPE10DL applies strapping at up to 24 straps per minute using 6mm, 9mm, 12mm or 15.5mm wide polypropylene (pp) strap. Inserting the strap end into the strapping head inlet activates the strapping cycle. The machine then feeds the pre-set length of strap ready for the next cycle.

The temperature, strap feed time and strap tension are all adjustable. Other features include a strap reset control, strap reel to suit both 280mm and 200mm core rolls and lockable castor wheels.

Minimises lifting

Low profile design makes small work of tall cartons

Specifications
- Strap width: 6mm to 15.5mm
- Speed: Up to 24 straps per minute
- Tension: 15 to 45kgs
- Min. package size (W x H): 80mm x 20mm
- Power consumption: 0.5kw
- Power Supply: 240V/60HZ/1-Phase.
- Machine weight: 80kg

Use Venhart polypropylene (pp) strapping from 6mm to 15.5mm wide.

Tension control from 15kg to 45kg.
Strapping head inlet. Strap is inserted here to activate the strapping cycle.
Brake, Prevents over-rotation of the strap reel.
Strap reel with removable centre drum to suit both 280mm and 200mm core rolls.
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